
The Terms and Conditions you need to know about...
�  Pupils to work in teams of 6. Teams can be mixed year groups
� Schools to provide adequate sta�ng to comply with child:adult ratios. We suggest one adult per team
� Images of the Beach Art will be selected to feature in the 2023 calendar
� Beach Art can be adorned and decorated using natural colours only. Coloured natural objects can be found or brought to enhance the artwork such 
 as leaves, seaweeds etc. Please note that no permanent paints (acrylic/poster etc) or felt pens/markers/sharpies will be permitted. Natural chalks and  
 charcoal can be used as they will wash o� and are natural materials
� There will be no limit on size as Newgale is expansive, so artwork can be as big as they wish.  Beach Art will be viewed and captured from above with 
 a drone, as well as at eye level
� Schools will need to provide con�rmation that parental/guardian permissions are in place regarding the photographing of each pupil
� The Beach Academy Wales team will be on hand to register and organise the day
� Teams will be set a start and end time and required to complete their Beach Art in 2 hours
� All rocks taken from the banks to be placed back at the end of the day as a continued protection against the tide. Using rocks will also ensure the art  
 doesn’t blow away as Newgale is famous for the winds!
� Schools will be responsible for bringing their own equipment for building, creating, decorating and moving the stones, such as a wheelbarrow or trolley etc.
� A completely ‘leave no trace’ school event on the environment 
� South Hook LNG will support transport requirements to and from Newgale Beach
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Working with the 

wonderful team at 

Beach Academy Wales, 

teams of six will create 

‘Beach Art’ under the broad 

theme ‘Sea Creatures’.  

Taking inspiration from 

Andy Goldsworthy, art can 

be imaginative sculptures 

or creative pieces 

of land art.

Using natural beach materials such as sand, rocks, seaweed, shells and seawater, the ‘Beach Art’ will be photographed by drone, with a selection featuring in South Hook’s 2023 calendar. 

Experience the joys of Beach Art encouraging pupils to think creatively, learn outdoors and broaden their appreciation of the coastal environment. We hope that your School will be interested in joining us! 

https://www.beachacademywales.com/competition

